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ABSTRACT

pres®

Absorbed dose D is shown to be a composite variable,

the product of

the fraction of cells hit (F) and the mean “dose" (hit size) Z to the hit
Mone

cells. D is suitable for use with high level exposure (HLE) to radiation

NS,

and its resulting acute organ effects because F = 1.0,

and

approximates closely enough the mean energy density in both the cell and

ral a
(193

the organ.

However, with low-level exposure (LLE) to radiation and its

consequent probability of cancer induction from a single cell, F is <<1.0
and stochastic delivery of energy to cells results

acellular

of single hit sizes.

d

with exposure,

acrar©

at.

and

s©
pe
3

-

so that only F can vary with D.

46,

none
miqul

roxide

the fraction of cells transformed, obtained with LLE,

misleading.

It does not mean that any (cell) dose, no matter how small,

on the
.
diat.

VK.
cells.

Rather,

it means

is

that an exposure of a population of the

constituent relevant cells of an organ results in a Linear increase in the
number of cells dosed, but not in cell dose.

The probability of such a

dosed cell transforming and initiating a cancer can only be greater than
Otherwise stated,

misonidazole
Ra

the apparent proportionality between this

zero if the hit size ("dose of energy”) to the cell is large enough.

67)

yires

However, because D is the

quantity and

can be lethal,

ancer

in a wide distribution

As a result the expectation value of z is constant

mean organ= and not cell dose,

32.C¢

c

so that D

if the “dose” is defined at the proper level of

biological organization, namely,

the cell and not

the organ, only a large

dose to that cell is effective.

The above precepts are utilized to develop

a drastically different approach to evaluation of the risk from LLE, that
holds promise of obviating any requirement for use in this region of the

4

an
en nigh See
Int.

principal components of the present system: absorbed organ dose, LET, a

standard radiation, RBE, Q, dose equivalent and rem.
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INTRODUCTION
Radiation is one of the few,
health sciences

that spans

the entire range from constituting an ubiquitous

environmental agent of concern,

the control of cancer.

if not the only agent of interest in the

to being an effective therapeutic agent for

These characteristics place the former in the realm

of public health including accident statistics and epidemiology (Ph);
latter in the discipline of pharmacology,

toxicology,

the

and medicine (Md).

The same sets of characteristics that separate low-level exposure (LLE) to

radiation from high-level exposure (HLE) require that the primary
independent variable be

the amount of exposure to agent~carrying objects

(charged particles) in the environment of cells for the first; but mean
dose to the organ or other cell system for the second.

The basic radiation quantities and units in current use and defined by
the ICRU (J) were developed during that era in which a central theme was
‘therapeutic uses and thus early acute effects on an organ or a tumor:
clearly in the Md realm.

Thus,

the description and quantification of these

effects of HLE could, and still can be comfortably accommodated by those
quantities and units adopted early during this period.
variable was, and continues
depends

The principal

to be organ or tumor absorbed dose, on which

the fraction of organs or tumors responding quantally (1.e., an

all-or-nothing change of state,

from one of functional,

to essentially

permanent dysfunction or death).
However,

this state of affairs was not achieved without considerable

discussion and disagreements about how the “amount” or quantity of

radiation was to be defined.

In the physicist's eye, this quantity was

either the number of energy-carrying particles per unit area per unit time
flowing from the source, or alternatively the total energy flow from a
source,

per unit area,

i.e.,

either the particle or total energy fluence,

or a parameter of these variables.
standpoint,

However, from the physician's

these quantities expressing the strength of either the

4

radiation source or field were considered to be irrelevant: what mattered .

¢:

was that energy actually absorbed in tissue.

Se

In fact,

the “skin erythema

dose” unit of radiation "amount" had already been invented and used, which

1,.

by-passed any physical measurement beyond the duration of time spent in &

iny

Dns

radiation field calibrated against such a “biological dosimeter”.

>
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The

two views were eventually resolved, but only after

meating of the ICRU in 1928 (1).
x-radiation was defined as

the

second

At this vathering the “quantity” of

the Roentgen, equal,

with additional detatled

est in the

specifications,

1 ubiquitous

seems evident that the word “quautity” was meane to be interpreted in the

to one electrostatic unit of charge in one ce of air.

ic agent a

physical sense, i.%., as a measure of the field or source strength.

in the rea

However, due

in part

tu ambiguity among the words “amount”,

Lt

“quantity”,

and

“dose", and in part to the fact that air and tissue lave close tw the sate

cine (Md) -

electron density,

sure (LLE) ‘0

equal-, or proportional to the physician's “amount”, i.e., dose.

he gpeget
de
8

? (Ph)5 tne

TRY

ber unit mass, as

time endursed

this preemptive move,

the "rep" and

then the

the unit of absorbed dose.

exposure, with the Roentgen as

3) theme was

the unit, was

rad,

as evidenced by

with dimensions of energy

However,
retained.

the quantity
With improved

{astrumentation and the use of phantoms for measurement in depth,

se

necessitating the use of

red bY thos¢
principal

this

system has continued to work well for HLE, even when high-LET radlations,

the

cation of

The ICRU in

the later aduption of

wa

opt,
SPs

ae

"dose",

and defined PY i
a tumor:

Thus

almost immediately the Roentgen was widely described as the unit of x-ray

agiSEBS

mary pjects
ing ©
». put me an

the physicist's “quantity” of radiation was approximately

the concept of relative biolo,leal effectiveness

(RBE), were introduced into the radiotherapy of tumors.

h

The basic principle involved in the above described controversy can be

the probability

ge, ot whic

stated as follows: For a physician (or anyoue) to estimate

ry (Lees an

of a serious of lethal consequence of stochastic agent traasfer, preferred

aggentially

is an evaluation of the severity of injury sustained by the casualty.

able

Backing this, aa estimate of the dose of the offending agent is the next

t consider

fall-back position.
is

5

WL Cy of

quantity wa ine &

That

that relates to what is happeniug in the individual of conceru, be that

1a per unit .

individual an organ or a cell.

fiow from " te

Low~Level Radiation Exposure

anetey flvenss’

It was observed quite early that cancer could result from HLE.

ician ve

dowever, only much later was it widely appreciated that the "single

ther ©

cell-origzinating” ertfects,
ythema B

n er

to say,

Exposure is of little-or no help in this regard.

needed for prognosis evaluation is an object-orlented quantity

3

rime spent in a

cancer and heritable effects, must also he

taken

seriously, even at very low doses, or laryer doses at very low dose tates,

1,e., following LLE.

It was also apparent that the basic phenomena

involved fell into the category of Ph,

particularly its subdisciplines of

epidemiolovy and accident statistics.

However, no effort was made to

4meter °
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f

aajust tne basic quantities and units as demanded by this ditterent
TVnis deciston predates

Jjiscipline.

munoclunal and

the

finding that most human tuuors are
The use of

thus presuaably single cell in origin.

ubsorbed

dose also became standard practice with studies using "Simple ceil”
Here a defined cell population can be

preparations.

“system”

to which an “organ dose”

However,
encountered.

can be applied,

while a uunber of
the

these problems will be detalled

initial objective is simply to

the difficulties associated witn this

cuncepts and quantities apprupriate

concepts.

the

serious concentunal and operational ditticulties were

this communication,
reason for

regarded as

A new approach

application are

to

for HLE,

later in

indicate

the

attempe to use

basic

the old

for LLE that requires Ph

the evaluation of risk from LLE, and its

then presented,

following which tne method of application

is described.

This

is folluved by a more cetailed and

technical

description of

the underlying concepts and methodologies.

A more derafled

critique of the presently used “dosimetric” system Is then given.
The principal pointe of
alter

the estimates of

the proposed approach is aut necessarily to

the risk of exposure as derived using present

methodologies, althougl such 4 result is probable.
that the present Md framework
cast

Rather,

it is

to show

in which LLE risk assessment is presently

ks conceptually inappropriate and misleading, and should be

replaced

by one appropriate for Ph.

that

stated, and then later demonstrated.

This

the absorbed dose PD to an organ can be shown to be proportional

and a. dependent parameter

for

comprising the elements of

parameter particle fluence.

the quantity exposure of

That

is

to,

the cell population

the organ system, expressihle in

terms of

{ts to say, U is proportional

to

the

the

number of primary particles per untt area, which is a descriptor of

the

radiation source, and of the radiation field in which the cell populution
of an organ or other cell population of
typical organ dose-celi
shown on

interest Ls exposed.

response curves shown in Fig.

l,

Thus,

in the

the absorbed dose

the abscissa should be regarded conceptually alchough not

numerically, as

the exposure expressed

in tecms of particle fluence,

~206-
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will act this point simply be

to LLE risk evaluation

to

or

In,

Be Ot icy, anePe

to the need For a new approach

SE aha ant

A fact central

the New Approach

Game o,

The Problem and

4n¢

Phy
Che

Phys ;
Cumor
Say,

Charac
One

my

which

the

cell

population of an Oryan vr other cell population of interest

is exposed,
5

ure

warbed

CHROMATIO EXCHANGES PER 100 CELLS

aor

its

rication
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700

de tailed

200

300

400

DOSE IN RAD (3x, FOR HITS CELL: X-RAY ONLY)

ily te

Fis. 1

me

sently

Conventional absorbed dose-cell quantal response

functions for radiations of a wide range of qualities
{from Ref, 2).
It is indicated on the abscissa that
the absorbed dose, in cellular terms, translates with
LLE, into number of hits/cell (the numerical value given
for hits per cell, which changes with radiation quality,

is

for x-rays only).

replaced

Thus the basic problem appears to be conceptually identical to that
encountered by the early physicians who wished to know the dose to the
organ.

The radiotbiologist concerned with the study of single cell-

intttated effects must be

interested in the number of cells dosed at all

and in amount of energy deposited in the individual cells--not with
physical quantities

to what may be

in

the environment of

cells.

The solution

to this problem must lie in the same approach used by the

physicians, who had no direct way of determining

the dose that the

tumor or normal tissues were receiving from a piveu exposure.
Say,

since the requirement is

to estimate

the doses

to

characteristics of a “cell phantom” must be outlined.

Living

That

living cells,
However,

is

to

the

in dotiag so

one must keep in mind that, unlike the early (aud present) physicians who
-207-
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i

enee

the

that relate only

Qograted in an Ud mode,

the

problem must be approached trom the Ph,
This

ecidemiological and accident statistics standpoints.
because any transter of

radiation energy

to

the

i.e.,

is, of course,

individual cells

takes

nlace only as a cesult of stochastic (1.e., due to random processes)
between a charged particle and a target-cuntaining

Thus we first need, with LLE,

che

(fractional) number of cells hit.

Also, because energy is deposited in the

TCV in separate, discrete amounts,

we need also the amount of eneray

deposited,

1.e.,

the "hit size” or "cell dose".

dose varies greatly from cell

The magnitude of the cell

to cell, and ranges

amount of kinetic energy carried by the particle.
dose,

to be relevant, must be registered

from zero to

In other words,

initiation of

occurs,

that, while with HLE only

whysical quantity organ dose

is required

the

in individuals at the level of

biological organization at which the
The important conclusion is

the maxinun

the

response of

interest

.,
cues

volume (TCV) within the cell.

reesre a.

encounters uc collisions

the one

for risk evaluation, witn LLE at

phantom response

Eye

number of cells

can be accomplished

is determined electronically.

This provides

if

hit

the

tor the short

recovery time needed in order that many hits per cell can be recorded
(i.e.,

if an array of phantom cells registers a total of x hits during an

exposure time t,

then a single “rapidly recovering” phantom cell will also

register x hits during a time xt).
use of

the phantom will, with

the appropriate scaling factor, provide us with the

least two probabilities needed
namely,

Next,

to the probability

and injured.

the phantom must record separately every discrete hit on the

phantom cell, as well as
it must provide

deposits

first of at

in principle for epidemiological evaluation,

the number of nits per cell, equal numerically

that a cell will be hit, dosed,

say,

This property of

in

the amount of

the energy deposited.

the distribution of

the magnitudes of

the cell TCV's, or tie cell doses.

That is

This distribution of cell

radiation, or any mixture.

doses neatly in order of

the stochastically delivered cell

increasing magnitude. Thus we have

the exact

analogue of what is commonly used in pharmacology and toxicology

-208-
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to

the energy

doses must be obtainable for any given exposure to a single type of
The electronic phantom arranges

ilkacre ee

and dosed during any given exposure period,

the

i Tee

to register

to

he SEfeate te

to be able

; ina, wives,

The first requirement,

te

least two separate quantities are needed.

construct am organ dose-organ respoase curve-~a graded series of cell
doses, which in principle permits us

to develop a function for

the

(fractional) number of hit cells that will respond guantally, at each value
of cell dose.

This function provides the conditional probabilities

if hic, and if a dose of a given magnitude

respond quantally.

is received, a piven cell will

Thus this function is the cell analugue of the “organ

dose-organ response” curve.

cellular end points (3).

Such curves have been derived for several

We thus have three probabilities to be evaluated,

1) that, with a given amount of exposure, a cell will be hit, 2)

that

quantally.

,, che

given exposure, of

it is

these probabilities
the fraction of

that permit the estimation,

those exposed cells

tor a

that will respond

quantally.

vel of

of interest

An example will help to clarify the above statements,

In Fig. 2 are

shown schematically three distributions of cell doses from stochastic

one

rn LLE at
cells hic
if
-

che

dose to the cell will be of a given size, and 3) that the cell will respond

the cell
e maximum

ne

that,

the
che short

arded

@

Nu/Ne

quring a

will also 4
wills with

Area =Ny/Ne FRY

of at

on

total hit, for
exposure E ~!

Cell dase, z

the

at is ©

Fig.

2nersy
yn

2

of

cell

Schematic distributions of cell doses for three levels

2

to a radiation of a given quality or mixture.

The smaller distributions in the lower

right reglon result from multiplying the larger distributions by
the HSEF shown.
cell

exact
vy
/

Note

that only the areas under the distribution and not the shape

increase with exposure.

of

ed

2

of exposure

CO

~209-
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particle cellistons,
exposure Increases,

for a cidtation of a de fined quality.
neither

the ean nor

the maximum of

Note

that increases.

Note also

represents a graded serles of cell doses.

function of
the HSEF,

that provides

the cell dose,

the

distribution,

the

Tf

cesult will be

tie nunber of

that each distribution

Also shown is the S-shaped

curve, an HSEF (hit-sitze effectiveness function),
discussed above

the

the distrtbutious

chanuyes--it is only the area undec the distributions, fi.e.,
exposed cells hit,

that as

the relationship

probability of a quantal response as 4

the cell dose distribution is multiplied by

the correspondingly marked smaller

under the larger one.

The area under

the smaller

distrLbution provides the single and determining end point in quantitative
epidemflology or
i.@.,

risk assessment related

the fraction of

to single cell-initiated endpoints,

those cells exposed during a piven exposure that will

respond quantally.

What has been referred tu above as a "cell phantom" actually is much
more

than the cell analogue of an organ phantom.

determine a dose

to a single cell,

Rather than simply

it provides not only

the

risk that a

cell will he dosed and that dose will be of a given size, but also, with
the HSEF,

response.

the probability

that that douse will result in a quantal

Thus the phantom might more appropriately be called a “cell risk

metec", racher than a "microdosimeter"™.
Now that the basic outlines of the proposed approach have been put
rorth,

the necessary more detailed information on each element of

the

overall approach can be provided,

Dose Confused with Exposure

Be

c

lu order to explaln and extend the above title and statements, it is

BM

pr

useful first to demonstrate the relationship between the absorbed dose to

“Sig

"

the organ system and

that

to

the cellular elements of

that system.

This

te.

can he done as follows:

pe

wh

(that
4

‘

E

\

--taf=

4

f

\

Zz
-N
[Phe TUT).
He are, ¢

ny

/

tox

Uv

'

{

i

E

the
o

-t

*z2 is desipnated 2
hit

cells

in ICRU publications

only.
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to specify

that the mean is

to

ae

re].

@

ind:

-_

nat as

in which z is a single energy deposition

the

(TCV) of

-yputtous

the cell,

t.e.,

hit and exposed cells,

number of

the “cell dose";

respectively,

in

the

Ny and Np are

and F is

receiving an energy deposit during exposure E,

tion

target-containing volume

the

the number of

probability of 4 cell TCV

equal numerically

to

Ny/ Np

shaped

However,

tt is well known from physics

thac,

oilp

onse 45 4

F = Or

iLtiplied by

= 27,

(2)

c
r
quanticative

in which 0 is the field strength measured as fluence race (units of

ced endpolntss

particles em72 tt), which expresses

sure enat wiht

energy-conveying charged particles;

tp is

the expnsure

time;

4 is

fluence to which the total exposure is numerically equal; and

ally is much

“cross section”, or constant of proportionality.

simply

@

to the

the

is the

Thus, substituting in

Eq. (1), from Eq. (2),

isk tiwt 4

D

also, with
ntal

= 207,

(3)

in which z = k because, with stochastic energy deposition, and LLE, the
expectation value of

the mean cell dose is invariant with exposure.

Eq. (1) confirms that stated above, namely that D to the organ system

ze been put
at of

the rate of exposure (of cells)

ts not a dose to the cell, and that {ts equivalent is required for the

the

level of Diological organization, the cell, that is appropriate to the
“late single-cell initiated effects” of LLE, mutagenesis and
carcinogenesis.

ements »

it is

sorbed dose tO:
syste.

This

population,

D conceptually becomes the exposure of the cell

to which Ry/Ne is proportional,

that is to say,

“object-orlented quantity” Nase, as seen in Eq. (3), is proportional
to

the primary independent “field-oriented” varlable the exposure E, for

which 6 can be used as a parameter.

|

With D becoming $ conceptually, a rational basis
-\
--

Sy

Je

E

sT*,

the

“linear-non-threshold” relationship is provided.

for tie

Although frou

toxicvlogical priaciples a purported linear relationship between dose and
the probability of a quantal response tends

to defy credulity,

such a

relationship between exposure E and the number of (stochastically) dosed

individuals, or of those showing a quantal response is quite reasonable.

-211-
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The

fact that D is effectively exposure and not dose also provides

into what the basic problem is when one attempts,
express

the

as

insight

is done in Fig. 1,

tv

biological respouse of cells in terms of a single variable,

i.e., as E, or the proportional parameter D.

This

is depicted in Fig. 3,

the lower panel of which shows conceptually two of the curves given in
Fig.

lL.

In the upper panel

is a three-dimensional schematic, on the

exposure-No/N, plane of which is depicted the same curve and labeled
poiats shown in the lower panel.
cell dose distributions,

1.e.,

On the Ng NpTcelt dose plane are the

the relative numbers of cells dosed, as

funetion of the cell dose, z.

the
per

las|
quar
appr
tal

z

~

cont:

o

z

cénei

Teads

Rach

CELL OOSE z
a

.

i

HIGH LET

wo

iF

z

2

=

Ps

“hit”

1D

eo

t
1

18

Low LET

The

\

from r

E(ehdeh'O)

Fig. 3 A three-dimensional schematic plot, designed to show
that any single point on a given conventional absorbed dose-response
curve doés not represent a single value of cell dose, Rather,
oe
each potot,

for any quality radiation, represents an entire

distribution of cell doses, as shown on the plane representing
Ng/Ne VS Z.

-

heac”

,

these

j

inveate
Substir
QOn-ana

idea of

Feinend

8Pplieat

Stochas,

recent (

2G 14

ght
to

It then becomes additionally clear that each point on the linear curve
dees not represent a single value of cell dose, with all dosed individuals
having received nominally the same value, as is implied in the term

3,

“dose-response” curve.

Rather, each point equates

to an entire

distribution representing groups of cells with different doses.

Such

distributions are implied in Eq. (1) showing that D = ZF, in that
obviously,

to have a 2,

there must exist a corresponding distribution.

The

number of dosed cells at each value of z represents a yzraded series of cell
doses, identical in concept to such a series used in Md to determine the
probabiiity of an organ response curve as a function of dose.
A Cell Risk Meter:

Microdosimetry

“Microdosimetry”, although originally applied only in the context of
the

techniques devised by Rossi et al.

(4-6) to measure

the number of hits

per cell and their magnitude, has now been extended to include both
instrumental and calculational approaches to determining the same
quantities.

It is perhaps more {illuminating to describe the ifustrument

approach.

A microdosimeter can be regarded as simply a proportional counter
containing tissue equivalent gas.

Even though the counter may be

centimeters in diameter, partial evacuation and suitable scaling permits
teady simulation of subcellular volumes of several microns
Each time a particle impinges on or traverses

in diameter.

the instrument, a single

"hit" is registered, aud the size of the resulting “event”, measured in

eee

The idea of discrete, stochastic high-density energy depositions

resulting

from radiation exposure probably originated early with Dessauer's “point

heat" theory (7) and was certainly well appreciated by Lea (8).
agponse Se
8

However,

these {deas were not formally developed until the "microdosimeter" was
invented by Rossi (4-6).
Its use has been more in the context of a
substitute for the quantity LET, to describe energy depositions within a
non~anatomically defined “gross sensitive volume” within the cell. The
idea of a “cell dose” was probably first applied practically by Bord and
Feitnendegen (9), and developed in NCRP Report No. 63 (10). The practical
application of the microdosimeter as a cell phantom with which

stochastically delivered cell doses could be determined is relatively
recent (Bond et al., Feinendegen et al., Refs. 11-14).
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terms ot
i.e,

the size of

the fon cascade,

the “hit size" or cell dose.

distributiodn of

is

taken as

Thus,

the magnitude of

one obtains not only

the

the

the stochastically delivered hit sizes, but also the

number of discrete hits for the given amount of exposure.
instrument represents a single cell,

the

readout can be

hit,

Since

tyutal

the

in terms of

hits/exposed cell.

The microdosimeter registers essentially all impinging

charged particles.

However,

extremely small exposures,
cells,

t.e.,

the

with scaling factors as large as 103 | and with

it provides the ratio hic/(hit plus unhit)

fraction of exposed cells hit at least once.

It can

quantify "interspersed" partial body radiation, in which some contiguous
cells

are

hit and

otners

are

An additional

not,

important characteristic

of stochastic cell particle encounters is time rate.
dose deliveries

can be varted at will.

The mean time between

Thus a single cell TCV can be

subjected to from none up to a very large number of encounters, in an
arbitrarily short period of time.
Examples of microdosimetric distributions,

LET's are shown in Figure 4.

for radiations of three

The amount of eneryy deposited has been

designated the “specific energy” (4-6), with dimensions the same as those
of absorbed dose, namely,

energy/mass.

However, because of

the need

the noun additionally as both an adjective and verb, and for brevity,
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Note that the varfance of the mean

value can be quite large, and that the distributions overlap.
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oe.
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Known

lespo,

Also, with the diameter of

has commonly been called a "hit".

specified as a nucleus of 8 microns in diameter,

and often simply “cell dose" have been employed.
“cell dose” will be used here

the

the TCV

term “elementary dose”

"Hit", “hit-size”, and

interchangeably.

Although it is also useful to distinguish between stochastically

iping ing
and with

.t)

substantive requirement.

is

this

to avoid confusion and not a

In other words, all else being equal, an organisa

has no physiological means of determining whether a given agent transfer
has occurred stochastically or by plan.

can

It is only because of the above-outlined capabilities of

iguous
eristic

ye between

microdosimetric methods that the substantial advantages of using the
cell dose approach can be realized,
type or energy of

to the

. be
.

to planned doses,

delivered as opposed

Thus

energy deposition.

an

The instrument ts “completely blind"

the radiation particle responsible
the number of hits and

for the given

the hit sizes are

“object-oriented” quantities, on which the extent and severity of etfect

those

the biological material is exposed.
only in

ity,

in principle,

it is unnecessary to know anything about the nature of the field in which

been
as

In other words,

resulting from radiation exposure depends.

three

it

The large advantage of this lies not

that it usually fis quite difficult practically,

“pure” of radiations,

to determine

even for the most

the field strength itn

fluences and energies of the different types of particles.
fields,

it is often essentially impossible

variables.

Even if defined,

the

terms of

In mixed

to define adequately these

they are too remote from the btological eftect

to be satisfactory for quantitative prediction purposes.

Microdosimetry in

princtple obviates any requirement for their teasurement,
The companion advantage of using microdosimetric methods

is

that,

in

permitting measurements to be made at the time of stochastic events, they
in effect turn

the abstract cisk of being dosed, and cell doses,

concrete values.
living cell
cell,

Even though it is usually not possible to desiznute whicn

is hit, or to assign any particular cell dose

it is possible

for any given exposure.

essentially all the information that one has

ans
an
lap.

to any given

to state accurately the relative numbers

at any given value of cell dose,

toxicology,

into

that were hit

Thus one has

in pharmacology and

in which the number of individuals at any given dose level is

known precisely, and from which the (fractional) number of quantal
responders can be determined.
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With the above digression, we can uow ceturn to Fig. 3.
from the figure that it is

incomplete and misleading to present the data

terms of a “linear-no-threshold”
Fig.

2

It is clear

relationship.

Rather,

as shown also in

the data should be presented as distributions of hit cells,

the

area of the distribution representing the total amount of exposure.

It

then becomes clear

that what ts needed

that will respond quantally is
response curve,

to evaluate

the number of hit cells

the cell equivalent of an organ-dose

1.,¢@., a relationship

that will provide the probability of

a cell quantal response, as a function of iucreasing cell dose.
function,
-

termed a hit-size effectiveness

developed (11-14).
curve In Fig. 2,

in

One such curve

function (HSEF),

Such a

has heen

is shown schematically as

the S-shaped

An actual curve for chromosome abnormalities, derived

From the data in Fig. 1, is shown in Fig. 5.(3).

The use of these curves

is now discussed, following which thetr derivation is summarized.

.
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Fig. 5
Ref.

3}.

1

200 300

An HSEF derived from the data shown in Fig. 1 (from
The two curves are for different chromosome aberrations.
Use of the HSEF

The use of the liSEF is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

For any one or

combination of cell hit size distributions shown, one simply multiplies theja

distribution by the HSEF, ise.,

the number of hit cells at each hit size 1s

multiplied by the corresponding point on the HSEF.
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The resulting products egy

r
ai

ne
af,

the fraction of hit cells responding quantally at each cell dose point on

the distribution obtained with LLE only, are shown as

at
in

distributions within

the larger ones.

distributions yleldas

the

quantally,

for each of

The area under each of

the smaller

total fraction of exposed cells responding

the expusures marked E-1,

E-2, and E-3.

It is

this

fraction, of exposed cells responding quautally for a given amount of
exposure,

that is

actual result

In

the end product of

the

risk evaluation.

the given cellular system, i.e.,

[It

the excess

is

the

total

incidence,

that system, of transformed cells resulting from the given exposure.
a value can be obtained in this manoer for any amount of exposure

in

Such

to a

radiation of any LET, or mixture, without any requirement to utillze the
“Linear, non-threshold” function required in the currently used approach,
However,

it may he useful

to show how the proposed approach can be

tied into, but differs from the present system.
Fig. &

This {is illustrated in

The linear curve in the left hand panel permits one to determine

the number of hit cells, or the risk of a cell oeing hit, for a given

PT
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Fig. 6 Schematic plot showing the use of a normalized z
distribution. Multiplication of this distribution by the

nit size 16°

HSEF permits one to estimate the fraction of cells
responding quantally (solid circle on the curve marked

T, in the left panel), from the fraction of cells hit
and dosed (open circle on the curve marked F),

.

a
+
.

2 product6s —
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This single curve is

exposure E (the open circle on the curve marked F).

for any LET radiation, or mixture, obtained with LLE only.

The hit size

distributions for the given radiation are provided in the upper right hand
corner.

This distribution, as opposed to those in Fig. 2, is normalized to

1.0. If this distribution is then multipled by the HSEF, shown in the
center right panel,

the product will represent the distribution of

quantally responding cells, shown in the right lower panel.

The areas

under this distribution represent the number of hit cells in the upper
normalized distribution that respond quantally.

Multiplying this value by

the number of hit cells given by the open circle in linear curve F in the
left panel yields the total incidence I, of quantally responding cells, for
exposure E, shown as

the solid circle on curve Tae

It {is emphasized that the “normalized distributions” approach depicted
in Fig. 6 is for illustrative purposes only.

Neither “linear, non-

threshold” relationship, nor distributions for different LET's need be
referred to or used in practice (it is superfluous to provide a curve for
the

risk of a hit versus exposure-~the distribution of hit sizes

suffices).

That is to say, for any given exposure, whatever the LET or

mixtures of LET's, only a single distribution would be recorded by the
microdosimeter.

Direct application of the HSEF would yield the required

“risk coefficient".

Thus, in practice, the cell dose approach could

obviate the need for multiple “dose response” curves (Fig. 1), and it could ‘
replace the concept of LET entirely.
the average mean of

Conceptually,

the "T" in LET is not

the energy depositions in tissue.

Rather,

it refers

to

the amounts of energy deposited in the cell TCVs--the cell doses.
The approach described above applies strictly only tq LLE and

“simple cell” systems.

to

Since at least the bulk of human cancers are

monoclonal, and thus presumably of single cell origin, an HSEF could also
be determined for carcinogenesis in mammals.
only

to those malignantly

transformed cells,

were expressed as a cancer.

=

However, the HSEF would apply Ce
a
ae

for a

given exposure,

that

OP]

en

Required additionally would be a relationship 2

ag

for the incidence of expressed cancers as a function of the total number of:

di

transformed cells.

Sut

It is possible, with present advances in the

identification of cell types, that this relationship could be determined
directly.
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Derivation of the HSEF
‘Le

cueve

ts?

The derivation of the HSEF is described in detail elsewhere

(3,11-13).

The basic input information consists of quite accurately

determined organ absorbed dose-cell response data, for a series of
radiations covering a wide span of qualities.

In addition, it is necessary

in in the

to have quite accurately determined microdosimetric data, that will provide

ion

both the number of hits per cell and the hit-size distributions.

of

These.

The areas = “*

distributions overlap, as can be seen in Figure 4.

the upper

assume that hits of a given size in a small enough target will have the

It is reasonable to

same effectiveness, independent of the hit size distribution of origin.
The effectiveness of the different distributions can then be obtained, and
the regions of overlap provide independent information on the effectiveness
of the individual hit sizes.
deconvolution process,

It is then possible, by an iterative

to arrive ultimately at an HSEF that most accurately

fits the input data.
This derivation is purely empirical,

f.e.,

it is

independent of

assumptions or theories about molecular or other subcellular mechanisms of
sizes
fF

the

action of

the radiations,

In other words, most 1€ not all of available

wodels or theories of radfobiological action begin with assumptions about

LET or

raed by the -

mechanisms, e.g.,

i the required

all of the cell transformations observed.

pacn could

.

1), and it courts

“ in LET is 0%

that double strand breaks may be responsible for some or
In derfving the HSEF, on the

other hand, only observed quantal responses are used.
Anomalies in the Present System

Several anomalies in the set of typical cell “dose response” curves

it refers.
-hets

shown in Fig. 1 can be pointed out immediately.

1

response is of individual cells,

doses»

organ.

cancers are

It is

the “dose”

taken to be axiomatic

that

é

P
re lationship,

che total n
; in the

the stimulus

to an individual,

be

Although the ie agent is purported to be

energy, Fig. 1 shows a number of "dose

be a

For instance, although the
the average for the entire

it a cell or an organ, must be measured at the same level as the initial
biological response.

exposures

its

+

umber of.

2

id be determined

oa

agent.

Also, as seen with lithium ions,

response” curves for that same
the same particle but with

different energies results in markedly different curve slopes.

In fact, by

suitable choice of particle and energy, more and more curves can readily be

added to the set until the roughly triangular area represented by the
curves is filled in completely and constitutes an area (Fig. 7).

This

shows the fallacy and futility of the present dose-response curve-RBE

-

owet

System,

i.e€., one needs in principle a separate, empirically determined

“curve”, for agent carriers (particles) of every conceivable type and
energy,

So that any generality of

the RBE cuncept is

tllusory.

Thus severe

compromises must be made in order for the system to be workable at all.

Peay

Neale

Fig. 7 Schematic based on Fig. 1, indicating that,
with LLE, one can in principle f111 in completely the
“triangular area™ represented by the fanily of curves
1.

This can be done simply by appropriate

P iaStovemi OAT Ley eae

HSEF.
The

fact that

the curves can fill an trea also

indicates that an

additional varfable is involved as well as an unéxpressed continuous
That is to say,

the three-dimensional plot in, Fig. 3 is

required.

This missing variable has

been

thought to be LET, expressed as

keV um! in tissues.
{s not adequate

for

However, it has long been well appreciated that LET
the purpose.

It is clear

from the

above discussion
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function,
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a

shown in Fis.

choices of particle type and energy. The plot indicates
that any discrete values of RBE tnat may be derived from
the curves in Fig. 1 are arbitrary and unique to
a particular set of clrcumstances. This indicates the
need for a different approach, such as that involving the
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that this missing functioa is not LET,
to

tissues,

Rather,

constitute cell dose.

charactertzed as

the

in the sense of

transfer is quite specific--to

Se

the cell TCV,

to

Thus high and low-LET radiations might better be

lacge- aad small cell dose-producing radiations.
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digh-Level Exposure

je and

The above discussion has referred principally to “low-level”

Thus severe
at

exposure,

The differences between low- and high- level exposure are shown

in Figure 8, for a low-LET radiation only.

all.

horizontal and then diagonal,

is for the specific energy (cell dose), vs.

the absorbed dose to the organ.
of cells hit,

{.e.,

The heavy solid line, first

The upper dotted line Is for the fraction

the nunber of hits per cell, as a function of organ

absorbed dose.
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Fig. 8 Relationship hetveen the specific energy, 1.e., cell dose, as well
as the fraction of affected target-containing volumes within a cell, and
the organ absorbed dose in Gy.
Note that at large crgan doses, cell and
organ dose approach being equal, and the variance becomes small. At low
organ doses, the expectation value of the cell Jose becomes constant,
although the variance of that mean {a quite large.
At these low organ
doses, it is only the fraction of cells hit and dosed that can increase
with organ absocbed dose.
Where

the solid line becomes diagonal,

the upper large-exposure

pact of the curve, each cell has received a large number of hits.

If one

calls the summation of energy densities from these multiple hits the "cell
dose",

then it is clear

that even though

that “dose” vary greatly in size,
Snaller and smaller.

cell TCV, Cs 22
ght better beey

in

There

risk for each discrete hit.

the

individual hits constituting

the variance of

is then no reason
It fis adequate,

tions *
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the mean will become

to evaluate separately
for practical reasons,

the
simply

to use the mean energy density in the organ as the absocbed dose.

In other

words, in these high-exposure regions, the cell dose and the orgun dose
are, for all practical purposes,

identical.

Ome can then characterize and

predict the probability of a biological response
in the organ itself,

{in

in the cell population, or

terws of a single parameter,

the absorbed dose D to

the organ,

However, at the bend in the curve,
independent components,

cell, F,
large,

the exposure splits into

the mean cell dose z and the number of hits per

Note that the expectation value of Z, even tnough the variance is

remains constant,

so

that the only cellular parameter that can

increase with increasing expusure is F,
cell.

the number of hits per exposed

Thus, with LLE, neither the dose to the cells nor the mean dose

fnereases; it is only the nunber of cells dosed that can increase,
While LLE has

{ts counterpart in the macro accident situation,

ia

which only a small fraction of an exposed human population is hit with
increasing exposure,

acciécents,

there

is no analogue of HLE exposure with macro

The reason for this is that, for practical and ethical reasons,

if the accident rate in a gtven population Increases above a very small
fcactlon per year, even drastic action is likely to be taken to effect a
decrease.

With radiation, on the other hand,

the accident rate can be

increased at will, so that any given cell can readily be subjected to
dozens or more accidents,
is only because of

this

in the course of minutes,

seconds, or less.

It

fact, which may permit interactions between the

effects of the hits before repair can take place,

that the “quadratic”

term, seen only with high-level exposure of cells tu low-LET radiation,
exists.

The transition from low- to high-level radiation exposure is depicted
1a Figure 9,

for cell lethality only.

the LLE ragion,

Because of

in

hote the initial linear Increase Lu

the number of quantal ras ponders as a function of 7.

multiple hits and interactive processes,

steeply beginning in

the

transition zone,

the curve rises rather

ae
so that a large fraction of organ ak

cells have been killed as one enters the HLE reyion.

‘7B

In this region, some #4
a:

of the organs and therefore the organisms, at a given value of 0D, will fail %
functionally and dite,

Increases,
with HLE the

Again,
focus

and

the fractinn will

iucrease

to unity as D

the largest difference between the two regions is that
{ts on

the

indfviduzl,
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and

the single parameter DP ts

:

“4

Th.
Fat
Var

t

¥

adequate

the average probabllity of

to evaluate

the quantal response at any

With LLE, on the other hand, each point on the curve shown

given dose D.

represents an entire population of cells, and the interest focuses on how
many in

that population will be seciously injured or killed.

number of cells hit,

Here

the

the distribution of hit sizes, and an HSEF, are

FRACTION OF ORGANS
RESPONDING QUANTALLY
Q

ZONE }

Lue f

HLE

eee

F<<t0}

Frmio;, zap

Fig. 9
Schematic showing the transition, for cell lethality,
from LLE where absorbed dose is not appropriate, to HLE where
‘ey is curve A, which is hoth an exposure~quantal
it is.

(tethal) response function for cells, and a dose-effect curve
for the next highest level of biological organization, the
At low exposures the focus {s on evaluating the number
organ.
At laree exposures the
of cell elements responding quantally,.
focus is om the degree to which function of che cell systeu,
the organ, has been compromised by massive cell killing. This
determines the probability of the organ, and therefore the
ocgantsm responding quantally (lethally).
oe

we ae of

al Teas Uae ss
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Relationship between RBE and the HSEF
AS seen from Eq (1) above,
Tihs

the RBE, with LLE,

the organ ahsorbed dose D is equal to ZF.

is simply

the ratio of zF for

the standard

radiation, divided by zF for the test high-LET radiation,
varies with radiation quality,
is

to be a measure of

lUowever,

the values of F should be made equal

the influence of quality only, as indicated by
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FRACTION OF CELLS
RESPONDING QUANTALLY

reguired for cisk evaluacion,

since

{if RBE

F

eet aay “gh tment Set
~
.
.~ pibtaSayy Pe neeati Aat oeetalinnRa dn eas one oe

=

the value of Z alone.

Then the RBE would be simply the ratio of the value

of z for the standard,

to that of the high-LET radiation,

The result is shown in Fig. 10,

in which an HSEF, f.e.,

the

probability of a cell responding quantally, Pq, vs. 2 is plotted.
the HSEF,

In using

the entire distribution of 2 is wultiplied by the HSEF to obtain

values for the cell risk from a radiation of any quality.
in the Fig,

the RBE utilizes only the mean values uf

However, as. seen

z, and as such the RBE

ratio provides an indication of the effectiveness of a radiation that
delivers predomtnantly high cell doses, relative to the standard that
delivers essentially only small cell doses.

Thus it is seen that the RBE

is at best simply a crude method of approximating in stepwise fashion what

an aSCF presents as a continuous function.
s

It ts conceptually questionable

because as used it is a confounded ratio, and employs only average values
of cell dose,

The latter would be valla only if the cell risk were

proportional to cell dose, which Lt clearly is not.

Nl 1

-Yooee

‘

(RBE)

f

P,, at z-

RELATIVE
BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Fig. 19

kelationship between the HSEF and RBE, taken as the

ratio of Z for the standard, to that for a high-LET radiation,
The RBE is a crude approximation to the HSEF, in that it is
the ratio of the mean of the relatively large cell doses
delivered by a lulgh-LET radlation, to the mean of the relatively
low cell doses delivered by the low-LET standard radiation.
See text for additional explanation.
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DISCUSSION
The above-presented cell dose approach to radiation risk evaluation
differs drastically from that presently used.

Cell populations and the

energy deposited in each cell replace the organ and organ dose concepts.
-

A

Ph and statistical mechanics approach to evaluating cell-charged particle

° obtata

{ateractions, replaces the Md approach currently used.

s as. see
ch the REE

in tissues is abandoned in favor of use of the HSEF to evaluate risk to the
single cell.

Mean values of LET

Object-oriented physical quantities that are closely related

to cell damage replace

the more remote field quantities,

distributions of cells,

Thus

the HSEF, and the associated distribution of

‘quantally responding cells replace “linear, non-threshold" relationships.
The approach, in principle, appears to be far more coherent, internally
consistent and logical than is the present system that must employ various
factors and various versions of "dose equivalent" to permit it to be
operable at all.

The present system could in principle obviate the need,

while LLE, for radiation quality and LET; field quantities; a “standard
radiation”, linear "dose effect" and “dose response” relationship; risk
coefficlents;

RBE; Q,

dose equivalent and rem.

i

The proposed approach embracing the HSEF permits the estimation, with

;

any exposure, of the (fractional) number of cells in the individual that

7

are transformed.

|

Assuming all exposed normal individuals have

approximately the same number of relevant cells, we then can have,

ina

principle, @ population of individuals with known and equal numbers of
transformed cells.

With a graded series of exposures, these numbers could

then be correlated with cancer incidence, in anittals or in human beings.
The result would be a relationship for cancer risk as a function of
number of

transformed cells

ia the

individual.

HSEF's for macro accidents, although they

the

,
on be and are obtained in

experiments in which stochastic energy weanater le simulated, are not used
or even teferred to operationally.
response which may result can be

stlone

.

=

-3s¢*

readily observed,

so

that neither a dose

concept nor dose-response relationships are required for practical risk
evaluation.

atively
one

The obvious reason is that a quantal

Similarly,

quantal responses of cells can,

in aost laboratory

experiments using “single cell systems”, be observed promptly. Thus it {s
only for appreciably delayed responses, such as cancer or herttable

~225-
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aren
defects,

.

that @ complete appruach to risk assessment at the

time of

exposure must involve the HSEF for cells,
Since the HSEF approach could replace the present approaches using LET,
it has significance with respect to differences in “track structure” seen
with radiations of different “quality".

Some of the severity of cellulac

effect that has been ascribed to LET and track structure differences, may
well be due

to a difference

in dose

to

the cells.

With most,

particularly

planned transfers of chromosomal agents, it has been more or less generally *
accepted that a larger dose will he more effective per unit dose than a
smaller one, apparently with Little or no necessary requirement being
percelved to investigate why.
The interpretation of a “linear, non-threshold” curve (for exposure
and not dose) also changes with the HSEF apprdach.
following any amount of population exposure,

there of course can be

stochastic interactions with health consequences.
amount”,

i.28.,

as little as a single encounter,

the conditions for this are

1) one must

That is to say,
It is true that “any

could be lethal.

However,

first have experienced such an

encounter, and 2) It must be of a size such that the dose

.

transferred is

large enough to have some tangible probability of causing a quantal
response,
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